b 2i (M(-l,/i)) (l ^ « ^ 9, 0^2/^4« -4) is displayed in the following way l,«))for 4«-4<2/^8w-8). To determine Weil's zeta function, we have to find the number of ^-rational points of M (-l, n) , or the number of stable sheaves defined over F q9 where F q is a finite field with q elements. For this purpose, the elementary transformation along a divisor on a fixed line plays an important role.
A stable sheaf E is naturally embedded in the stable vector bündle £ vv :
Hence calculation is divided into two parts:
(1) computation of the number of vector bundles, (2) computation of the number of quotients:
Since (2) is a local problem, it reduces to Computing the number of quotients Gß? -> A where Supp(^4) is finite, that is, to counting # Quot^/^/^i^), with dim fq A = n. To count the number of vector bundles on P/, we shall use the method of Ellingsrud and Str0mme in [S] , that is, we shall first consider vector bundles on P 2 (one point blowing up of P 2 ). On P 2 , each element of the moduli space determines an element of where Z is a locally complete intersection subscheme of codimension 2 on P 2 and D, D' are divisors on P 2 (see [S] or [H-S] ), and then it is necessary to count the number of locally complete intersection subschemes of codimension 2 on P 2 . In section 2, we shall prove the following proposition, and apply it to our computation of the number of stable vector bundles on a rational ruled surface in section 3. For a smooth projective surface X over F q9 G ttsche [G] computed the number of -rational points of the Hubert scheine H b n x/lFq parametrizing all 0-dimensional subschemes Z of X with deg Z =n. His idea is to consider the generating function Then X #HilbV"(^)f is computed by using local data £ #Ηϋ^ρ Μ(ΜΜ)/Γβ (ξ)ί η . Το prove Proposition 0.2, we shall follow this line and hence first treat the case X = P 2 and 7 is a point P of P 2 . Fix a line £(<=. P f 2 ) containing P. Since H°(0 Z ) £ Ext 1 C/ z , 0), an element (Z, w) e N ntP (F q ) defines an extension Moreover, since u is a unit of H°(0 Z ), E must be locally free. Let φ : E -» J* z &t be the natural map given by the above extension. Then E' = ker(cp) is the elementary transformation of E along J z G e ([M 2]) and fits in the following exact sequence:
This exact sequence gives rise to an element (Z', u') of N n , tP (F q ), n' < n. Using this fact, we can compute # N HtP (F q ) by induction on n.
In section 4, we shall consider the relation between vector bundles on P 2 and P 2 . Let (X, H} be a couple of a smooth projective surface X over ^ and an ample divisor H, and L a divisor on A" such that (L, //) is odd. Let φ : X -> X be a one point blowing up of X and C i the exceptional divisor. Let E be a vector b ndle of rank 2 on X with q^) = L + 0Q a = 0, -l and £ 2 (£") =Λ. Then there is an integer k(n) such that for any / ^ k (n), E is stable with respect to l H -C± if and only if φ^ (Ε) νν is stable with respect to H (see [Bu] ). We denote the moduli space of stable vector bundles with respect to IH-C l by M Hoo (L + aC l9 n) 0 . Then, we shall prove that any element of M Hao (L,n) 0 (F q ) is obtained by successive elementary transformations along divisors on C l from a vector b ndle which comes from an /f-stable vector b ndle on X. Using this, we shall prove the following proposition.
* -q l
Thanks to this proposition, we can compute the number of stable vector bundles on Pf q . In section 5, we shall consider the ^-rational points of Quot0er /Spec( 0 p )/f € , where P is an ^-rational point of P 2 . Our idea to count the number of points is the same s in the proof of Proposition 0.2. Fix a line ( (c p£) containing P. An element Quot£®r /Spec( 0 p)/fq is regarded s a subsheaf of 0®2 r with Supp(@®2/E) = {P}. For this subsheaf E, we shall consider the following natural map :
φ : E -> ^, where F = E\ f j (torsion) . Combining all together, we obtain the main theorem.
Professor M. Maruyama drew my attention to this problem. I would like to thank him for his encouragement and valuable suggestions. I also would like to thank the referee for valuable suggestions.
Preliminaries
1. Notation. Let F q denote a finite field with q elements, F q the algebraic closure of F q . For a scheine X over F q9 X denotes X® Fq F q and X(F q ) the set of ^-rational points of X. For an ample divisor H on X, we denote the moduli space of stable sheaves (or, stable vector bundles) with respect to H with Chern classes c l9 c 2 by M n (c^C2) (M H (c 1 ,c 2 ) 09 resp.). We shall regard c 2 s an element of Z. And in the case X = P 2 , we denote the above moduli space by M(c i ,c 2 ) (M(c l9 c 2 )o resp.) and regard c l s an element of Z. In this paper, we shall only consider the case that the intersection number (c l9 H) is odd. Therefore, all stable sheaves are μ-stable. For a smooth projective variety X over C, b^X) is the i'-th Betti number of X, e(X} --= ^ (-1)*^(Χ) the Euler-characteristic of X 9 and the Poincare polynomial of X, 2. Weil conjectures. Let X be an algebraic scheme of dimension n over F q9 and F q the geometric Frobenius of X over F q . The zeta function of X over F q is defined to be
Example.
(1) Since # ^2(ξ) = q 2 + q 4-1, it is easy to see (2) Let X be a smooth projective surface defined over ^ and X blowing-up of X at an ^-rational point. Then *X(F q ) = * JT(^) + q. Thus
We denote the action of F q on the /-adic cohomology groups //'(A", Q,) by Theorem 1.1 [D] . Let X be a smooth projective variety ofdimension n over F q . Then: From (1) and (2), we obtain #X(f q ) = Σί-1 ) 1 *^ and l a w'l = ?
. We shall use this fact in section 6.
Some preparation for elementary transformations.
In this paper, we shall use frequently elementary transformations along divisors on P 1 . We collect here results on elementary transformations that we shall use later.
Lemma 1.2. Lei E be a vector b ndle ofrank 2 on Pf q with c i (E) = c i9 which is not st hle. That is, there is an exact sequence:
where a ^ c l -a and ^z is the ideal sheaf of a Q-dimensional subscheme Z. Then the automorphism group Aut(£) of E is given in the following way.
(1) In the case ΖΦ0
A is the multiplication by a non-zero constant Let P(m,nY (or P(m,ri) 2 ) be the subset of 
(Ρ^Ε(-ά)). Then an automorphism φ of E induces that of H°(P/, &). Thus there exists a non-zero constant
On the other hand, for any element (f£\f™) of P(m,n)\P(m,nY, (f™ l x, f n (2} ) belongs to P(/w -l, n) 2 and hence # {/ ) (w,«)\ J P(m,«) 1 } = #?(?» -l, n) 2 . Thus we have
Since #P(m,n -l) 1 = *P(m,«-1) -*P(m-l,« -l) 2 , we come to the following equality:
We claim # P(w -l, «) 2 = ^ # P(m -l, « -l) 2 (n ^ m). If this is true, then which shows that the lemma holds. Hence we shall prove the above claim. Using the symmetry between the indexes l and 2, we obtain,
A direct calculation shows
By the induction hypothesis, # P(/,y ) = ^ * J ~ 1 (? 2 -l)(tf -1) 0' ^ / < ^)· Α simple calculation shows that Our claim follows from this. α Lemma 2.2. We sei
Then, 
Vector bundles on a rational ruled surface
Let π : Σ β = Ρ(Φ ρί φ (9 P i(e)) -^ P 1 be the rational ruled surface defined by a vector b ndle 0 ρί 0 0 P i(e) with e ^ 0. Let C be a section of π with C 2 = -e and / a fibre of π. Then Pic(Z e ) s Ζ/φ ZC. Fix an ample divisor H mt " = m(C + ef} + «/and pick a divisor F= C+ r/ (r = 0,1) with (F,H m J odd. We shall first study the moduli space of rank 2 stable vector bundles on Σ β with the Chern classes -/% c 2 .
Definition 3.1. For a divisor class Z>, Δ (D, k) F is the set of vector bundles E defined over F q such that there is an exact sequence:
where </ z is the ideal of a 0-dimensional subscheme Z of degree k.
The following is due to Ellingsrud and Str0mme [S] 
or Hoppe and Spindler [H-S].

Proposition 3.2. Lei S(H mri ) be the set (D e Z/0 Z^ 0 C \ (2 D + F, H mn ) < 0} and let Z^0 be the set of non-negative integers. Then we have
Hence we obtain the equality Proof. We denote the generic point of P? by η. Then π" 1^) is a projective line defined over the function field k (η). Let E be a vector b ndle of rank 2 with «^(.Ε) = -F and c 2 (E)= c 2 . Since £j n -i (li ) is a vector b ndle on P k \^ Ε\ π -ί(η) is isomorphic to ®n-i( n )(b) θ 0 π -1 (")( -* -1) with * ^ 0, and there is an exact sequence 0 -* ^e(6C) |7C -1(ri) -£ |π -1(η) -^β(-^-6Ο |π -1(η) -, 0. Combining this and the spectral sequence we obtain an exact sequence 
Vector bundles on P 2
We shall first prove Proposition 0.3. Let (^, H) be a pair consisting of a smooth projective surface X over F q and an ample divisor H on A', and L a divisor on X such that (L, //) is odd. Let φ : X -» X be a one point blowing-up of Jf and C x the exceptional divisor of φ. Since φ* : Pic(X) -> Pic(^) is injective, for any divisor class DePic^), we may identify φ*D with D. Let £ be a vector b ndle of rank 2 on JT with c x (E) = L + aC i (a = 0, -1) and c 2 (E) = n. Then there is an integer k (n) such that for any / ^ &(«), £" is μ-stable with respect to IH -C i if and only if φ^ (E) v v is μ-stable with respect to H (see [Bu] (-d) ]<?-*
And £"( -C x ) is an elementary transform of £" along 0 Cl ( -rf). The correspondence between (Ε,φ ά ) and (Ε',φ_ ά ) is bijective. It is easy to obtain the following:
Since Aut(£) ^ /P x , ^d(£) can be identified with 4> d (£| Cl ) (see Definition 1.4).
By the above elementary transformation, we have
and Combining these and Lemma 1.5, we obtain the following.
Lemma 4.2.
This lemma shows that there are polynomials
These equalities can be arranged in the form Remark 4.3. ]T 5"(#) i n is independent of Z, /f, and L.
Proof of Proposition 0.3. By virtue of the above remark, it is sufficient to consider the special case X -Σ β to calculate £ B n (q)t n , that is, we shall prove the following 
From example (2) in Preliminaries 2, we have Z q (Z e , t) = Z q (Z e , t) l (l -#i). Therefore, Let P be an ^-rational point of P 2 and </> : P 2 -> P 2 be the blowing-up of P 2 at P. Under the notation in section 3, P 2 = Σ± and φ~ 1 (P) = C. Let H be the canonical ample divisor on P 2 . Then for any n, there is an integer h(n) such that for all m*tk(ri). From Corollary 3.3, we obtain 
Stahle sheaves which are not locally free
To count the ^-rational points of the moduli space M(-l,«), we have to consider, in addition to the above, stable sheaves which are not vector bundles. Let E be a stable sheaf of rank 2 on P Thus we obtain the following.
Proposition 5.2.
. v^e(ffM)P roo/. For simplicity, we denote Quot; 9W * VSpec(M;t])/f<i (^) by r ". We shall prove this proposition by induction on r. If r = l, then every member of j is isomorphic to 
